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Abstract—In this paper, we model a transportation network
by a Cox process where the road systems are modeled by
a Manhattan Poisson line process (MPLP) and the locations
of vehicles and desired destination sites, such as gas stations
or charging stations, referred to as facilities, are modeled by
independent 1D Poisson point processes (PPP) on each of the
lines. For this setup, we characterize the length of the shortest
path between a typical vehicular user and its nearest facility
that can be reached by traveling along the streets. For a typical
vehicular user starting from an intersection, we derive the closed-
form expression for the exact cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the length of the shortest path to its nearest facility
in the sense of path distance. Building on this result, we derive
an upper bound and a remarkably accurate but approximate
lower bound on the CDF of the shortest path distance to the
nearest facility for a typical vehicle starting from an arbitrary
position on a road. These results can be interpreted as nearest-
neighbor distance distributions (in terms of the path distance)
for this Cox process, which is a key technical contribution of this
paper. In addition to these analytical results, we also present a
simulation procedure to characterize any distance-dependent cost
metric between a typical vehicular user and its nearest facility in
the sense of path distance using graphical interpretation of the
spatial model. We also discuss extension of this work to other cost
metrics and possible applications to the areas of urban planning,
personnel deployment and wireless communication.
Index Terms—Stochastic geometry, Manhattan Poisson line
process, Cox process, path distance, shortest path.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transportation systems have been studied by researchers
from various fields such as geography, operations research, and
recently, complex network theory [1], [2]. It is quite intuitive
to model transportation networks as graphs where various sites
are modeled as nodes of the graph and the routes between them
are represented by the edges of the graph [3]. Several spatial
network models have been proposed in the literature ranging
from simple proximity graphs where the edges of the graph are
defined by a deterministic set of rules to more sophisticated
models where the probability of an edge between a pair of
nodes is a function of position of the nodes [4], [5]. While
these network models are useful in studying the topological
properties of the network such as connectivity, closeness and
centrality, they do not capture some of the geometric aspects
such as the continuity of street segments [2], [6]. So, instead
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of taking a node-centric approach where the streets were
considered as links between various sites in a city, we visualize
these sites to be located on an underlying street network.
Although relatively sparse, there have been a few works in
the stochastic geometry literature, where street networks were
modeled by a set of random lines, referred to as a line process
in the 2D Euclidean space [7]–[9]. A well-known canonical
line process model in the literature is the Poisson line process
(PLP) [10], [11]. Inspired by the grid-like structure of road
layouts of many cities, e.g., New York, as well as the nature
of mathematical problems to be studied in this paper, we
limit our attention to a special case of PLP called Manhattan
Poisson line process (MPLP) in this paper [12], [13]. Further,
the locations of vehicles, and the locations of various places
such as gas stations or charging stations for electric vehicles,
which will henceforth be referred to as simply facilities, are
modeled as 1D Poisson point process (PPP) on each line of
the line process, thereby forming a doubly stochastic Poisson
point process or Cox process [14], [15]. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper to employ Cox process driven
by MPLP to study urban road transportation systems. So, the
characterization of even some of the basic properties such as
the length of the shortest path between neighboring points is
still an open problem and is the main focus of this paper.
In particular, we derive the distribution of the length of the
shortest path between an arbitrarily chosen vehicle and its
nearest facility in the sense of path distance.
A. Prior Art
We will first review some of the well-known network
models in the literature. One of the first and most important
network models is the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi (ER) graph characterized
by the number of vertices and the probability of an edge
between any two vertices in the graph [16], [17]. However,
the small clustering coefficient of the ER graphs does not
agree with the empirical data from many real-world networks.
In [18], Baraba´si and Albert proposed a model that exhibits
preferential connectivity, and has improved clustering coef-
ficient and scale-free properties. Spatial networks, in which
vertices have a physical location and most links are over
short distances, retain a large clustering coefficient but usually
without extremely high degree nodes. Examples include the
Watts-Strogatz small-world network [19] and the Hammersley
network proposed by Aldous [4], [20]. In the latter, the vertices
are defined by an infinite PPP and each vertex has exactly
four edges. However, one of the major limitations of most of
these network models is that they do not accurately capture the
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2continuity of streets, especially in modeling urban street net-
works. Therefore, we model an urban transportation network
by a Cox process driven by a MPLP. As will be evident from
the technical discussions, such models are particularly well-
suited for the statistical analysis of the geometric properties,
such as path lengths.
The idea of using a PLP to model road systems was first
proposed by Baccelli in [7] to study the handover rate in
cellular networks. While there have been other models where
the roads are modeled by the edges of a Poisson Voronoi
tessellation (PVT) or Poisson Delaunay tessellation (PDT),
PLP is often preferred due to its analytical tractability [21]–
[23]. This spatial model was later employed in several works
in the area of wireless communications, particularly vehicular
networks, where the locations of transmitters and receivers
were modeled by a Cox process driven by a PLP or MPLP
[9], [12], [21], [24]–[26]. However, only Euclidean distances
between the points of the Cox process were considered in all
these works. Nonetheless, there have been a few works in the
literature where the distance measured along the line segments
of the path was considered. In [13], the authors have computed
the path-loss for a signal propagating along the streets of an
urban network modeled by a MPLP. In [8], the authors have
modeled a two-tier wired network by a Cox process driven by
a PLP and characterized the mean shortest path along the lines
between a component and its nearest neighbor in the Euclidean
distance sense. Therefore, this is the first paper to derive the
distribution of the length of the shortest path between a typical
point and its nearest neighbor in the sense of path distance in
a Cox process driven by a MPLP. More technical details about
our contribution are provided next.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we model the random spatial layout of roads
by a MPLP. We further model the random locations of vehicles
and facilities on each road as independent 1D PPPs on each
line of the MPLP. For this setup, we characterize the least cost
path to arrive at a facility for a typical vehicular user, which is
an arbitrarily chosen vehicle in the spatial model (point process
of vehicles). Owing to its analytical tractability, the cost metric
that we mainly focus on is the length of the path traveled by
the typical vehicular user (and its variants, such as monotonic
functions of this distance). We also present techniques to
compute other cost metrics such as time of travel through
Monte-Carlo simulations. We then discuss the insights that we
gain from the analytical results and also possible extensions
of these results to various applications. More technical details
are discussed next.
Distance Distributions. We derive the cumulative distribu-
tion function (CDF) of the length of the shortest path from
a typical vehicular user to its nearest facility in the sense of
path distance. It is important to note that the closest facility
to the typical vehicle in the sense of Euclidean distance is
not necessarily the one with the least path length. For a
typical vehicular user located at an intersection, we derive
the exact closed-form expression for the CDF of the shortest
path distance. Building on this result, we propose an upper
bound on the CDF of the shortest path distance for a typical
vehicular user located at some arbitrary position on the line
and its nearest facility in the sense of path distance. We also
derive a remarkably tight but approximate lower bound on the
CDF of this distance.
Simulation Techniques. Complementary to the analytical
characterizations, we also present a simulation method to
compute any distance-based cost metric such as travel time
or fuel consumed by the typical vehicular user to reach the
nearest facility. The graphical interpretation of the spatial
model enables the application of some well-known algorithms
in the literature that would be useful in reducing the run-time
of simulations.
Insights and Applications. We demonstrate the utility of our
results in addressing some statistical problems in the areas of
transportation, infrastructure planning, personnel deployment
and wireless communication. Using our analytical results, one
can easily determine the minimum density of facilities that
is necessary to ensure that the shortest path distance for a
typical vehicular user to its nearest facility in the sense of path
distance is smaller than a desired value with some probability.
We can also gain such insights for travel time which is a
critical metric for estimating the response time of medical help
or police personnel in emergency situations. In wireless com-
munications, the analytical techniques developed in this paper
could be useful in characterizing the received signal power in
millimeter wave (mmWave) frequency communications where
the dominant signal could be the one that travels along the
streets due to high penetration losses through buildings.
II. LINE PROCESS PRELIMINARIES
Since the spatial model considered in the paper involves
line processes, we introduce this topic briefly in this section.
While we discuss only those aspects of line processes that are
necessary for this paper, a detailed account of the theory can
be found in [10].
Line process. Simply put, a line process is just a random
collection of lines. In order to define it more formally, first
observe that any undirected line L in R2 can be uniquely
parameterized by its signed perpendicular distance ρ from the
origin o ≡ (0, 0) and the angle θ subtended by the line with
respect to the positive x-axis in counter clockwise direction,
as shown in Fig. 1. The sign of ρ is negative if the origin is to
the right or above the line. Thus, the pair of parameters ρ and
θ can be represented as the coordinates of a point on the half-
cylinder C ≡ [0, pi)×R, which is termed as the representation
space, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Thus, a random collection of
lines in R2 can be constructed from a set of points on C. Such
a set of lines generated by a Poisson point process (PPP) on
C is called a Poisson line process (PLP).
As we mentioned earlier, we limit our discussion to a
special case of PLP called MPLP in which the grid-like
structure of lines resembles that of road networks in many
cities. Also, due to its analytical tractability, this model has
been widely used for spatial modeling of the road layouts
in the wireless communications community, which served as
the initial motivation behind this work [13], [27]. In fact, the
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Fig. 1: Illustration of Manhattan Poisson line process in
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Fig. 2: Illustration of a point process in representation
space C ≡ [0, pi)× R.
models used by the wireless standardization bodies, such as
the third generation partnership project (3GPP), are simple
variants or special instances of this model [28]. In MPLP,
the orientations of the lines are restricted to {0, pi/2}, thereby
obtaining a set of horizontal and vertical lines in R2. Thus,
the MPLP Φl in R2 can be constructed from two independent
1D PPPs Ψ0, and Ψpi/2 along the lines θ = 0, and θ = pi/2,
respectively, in the representation space C. Alternatively, one
can construct a MPLP by first populating points along the x
and y-axes in R2 according to independent 1D PPPs Ξx and
Ξy and drawing vertical and horizontal lines through those
points, respectively. This interpretation is useful in visualizing
some of the basic properties of MPLP which will be discussed
next. In this paper, we will mainly follow this interpretation
for the ease of clarity and exposition.
Stationarity. Analogous to a point process, a line process
Φl is stationary if the distribution of lines is invariant to any
translation T(t,β), which corresponds to the translation of the
origin by a distance t in a direction that makes an angle β
with respect to positive x-axis in counter clockwise direction.
Upon applying a translation T(t,β), the representation of a line
L in C changes from (ρ, θ) to (ρ+ t sin(θ−β), θ). Therefore,
a MPLP Φl is stationary if the 1D PPPs Ψ0, and Ψpi/2 are
stationary or alternatively, Ξx and Ξy are stationary.
Line density. The line density of a line process is defined as
the mean line length per unit area. The relationship between
the line density and the density of the corresponding point
process is given by the following Lemma.
Lemma 1. For a stationary MPLP Φl constructed from
independent and homogeneous 1D PPPs Ξx and Ξy , each
with density λl, the line density µl is given by µl = 2λl.
Proof: Let us consider a ball of radius d centered at the
origin b(o, d). We denote the set of horizontal and vertical
lines of Φl by Φlh and Φlv, respectively. The line density µl
can now be computed as
µl =
1
pid2
E
[∑
l∈Φl
ν1(l ∩ b(o, d))
]
=
1
pid2
E
[ ∑
lh∈Φlh
ν1(lh ∩ b(o, d)) +
∑
lv∈Φlv
ν1(lv ∩ b(o, d))
]
=
1
pid2
E
 ∑
ρx∈Ξx:
ρx≤d
2
√
d2 − ρ2x
+ 1pid2E
 ∑
ρy∈Ξy :
ρy≤d
2
√
d2 − ρ2y

(a)
=
1
pid2
(λl2)
[ ∫ 1
0
2
√
d2 − ρ2xdρx +
∫ 1
0
2
√
d2 − ρ2ydρy
]
= 2λl,
where ν1(·) denotes the one dimensional Lebesgue measure
and (a) follows from Campbell’s theorem for sums over
stationary 1D PPPs Ξx and Ξy .
Lines intersecting a region. For a stationary MPLP Φl with
line density µl, the number of horizontal and vertical lines that
intersect a convex region K ⊆ R2 are Poisson distributed with
means µlν1(Ky)/2 and µlν1(Kx)/2, respectively, where Kx
and Ky denote the projection of K onto x and y axis.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Spatial Modeling
We model the spatial layout of a system of roads by a
stationary MPLP Φl ≡ {Lh1 , Lh2 , . . . , Lv1 , Lv2 , . . . } in R2
in which the vertical and horizontal lines are generated by
independent homogeneous 1D PPPs Ξx and Ξy , each having
density λl. We denote the set of horizontal and vertical
lines by Φlh ≡ {Lh1 , Lh2 , . . . } and Φlv ≡ {Lv1 , Lv2 , . . . },
respectively. We model the locations of vehicular users on
each line by a 1D PPP with density λv . Thus, the locations
of vehicular users in R2 form a Cox process Φv driven by
the MPLP Φl. As discussed already, some models used in
industry can be argued to be special cases or variants of this
model [28]. Further, we model the locations of the facilities
of the desired type (which could be gas stations or charging
stations for electric vehicles) on each line by a 1D PPP with
density λc thereby forming a Cox process Φc, as illustrated
in Fig. 3. Both the Cox processes Φc and Φv driven by the
stationary MPLP Φl are stationary [12], [29]. We will refer
to an arbitrarily chosen vehicular user in the point process
Φv as a typical vehicular user. We will consider two types of
typical vehicular users in this paper: (i) typical intersection
user located at the intersection of a horizontal and vertical
line, and (ii) typical general user located at some arbitrary
position on a line.
Without loss of generality, we place the typical vehicular
user at the origin o owing to the stationarity of Φv . Thus,
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Fig. 3: Illustration of the system model.
a typical intersection user is located at the intersection of a
horizontal line Lx and a vertical line Ly , which are aligned
along the x and y-axes, respectively. Therefore, under this
conditioning (more formally, under Palm probability), the
resulting line process is Φl0,int = Φl ∪ {Lx, Ly}, which is
a consequence of the Slivnyak’s Theorem [14], [29]. Conse-
quently, under Palm probability, the translated point process
Φv0,int can be interpreted as the superposition of the point
process Φv , two 1D PPPs each with density λv along the lines
Lx and Ly , and an atom at the origin [9], [25]. Similarly, since
the point process Φc is also driven by the same MPLP Φl, the
translated point process Φc0,int is the superposition of Φc and
two independent 1D PPPs each with density λc along Lx and
Ly .
In case of a typical general user, without loss of generality,
we assume that it is located on a horizontal line of the
MPLP Φl. Upon conditioning on the location of the typical
general user at the origin and using the same argument as
the typical intersection user, the resulting line process is
Φl0,gen = Φl∪{Lx}. Thus, the translated point process Φv0,gen
can be interpreted as the superposition of the point process Φv ,
an independent 1D PPP with density λv on the line Lx aligned
along the x-axis and an atom at the origin. Similarly, the
translated point process Φc0,gen in this case is the superposition
of the point process Φc and a 1D PPP with density λc on Lx.
We denote the number of horizontal and vertical lines that
intersect a region A ⊂ R2 by Nh(A) and Nv(A), respectively.
We denote the number of points in the set A by Np(A).
In this paper, we will denote the random variables by upper
case letters and their corresponding realizations by lower case
letters. For example, W denotes a random variable, whereas
w denotes its realization. We defer the definition of other
variables to later sections of the paper for better readability.
B. Cost Metrics
Our goal is to characterize the minimum cost involved in
traveling to a facility for a typical vehicular user. For instance,
consider a typical vehicular user that is interested in going to
the nearest gas station. Generally speaking, our goal in this
paper is to statistically characterize the cost of traveling from
the current location of this vehicle to its nearest gas station.
The main metric of interest for us in this paper is the path
distance (and its variants, such as monotone functions of the
path distance). In order to be concrete, we formally define path
distance next.
Definition 1. (Path distance.) The path distance between two
points a(x1, y1) and b(x2, y2) is defined as the sum of lengths
of the line segments that constitute a path P from a to b and
is denoted by `(a,b).
Therefore, in order to minimize the cost of travel, the
typical vehicular user must travel to its nearest facility in the
sense of path distance. Note that this is true for any cost
metric which is a monotonically decreasing function of the
path distance. Thus, for such metrics, the minimum cost of
travel will correspond to the shortest path distance between
the typical vehicular user and its nearest facility in the sense
of path distance and is denoted by Rm. Mathematically, it
can be expressed as Rm = minxi∈Φc0,int `(o, xi) for a typical
intersection user and Rm = minxi∈Φc0,gen `(o, xi) for a typical
general user. We will also discuss a few other cost metrics,
such as travel time, in Section V-C.
IV. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
In this section, we will characterize the distribution of the
minimum path distance Rm. First, we will determine the exact
CDF of Rm for a typical intersection user. Building on this
result, we will provide an upper bound and an approximate
lower bound for the CDF of Rm for a typical general user.
A. Typical Intersection User
For a typical intersection user located at the origin, the
length of the shortest path to any point located at (xi, yi)
is simply given by zi = |xi| + |yi|, which is nothing but the
first order Minkowski distance of the point from the origin.
If the closest facility to the typical intersection vehicle (in
the sense of path distance) is at a distance rm, then there
can not be any facility at a location (x, y) in R2 such that
|x| + |y| < rm. Thus, as depicted in Fig. 4, we obtain an
exclusion zone B0 formed by the intersection of the half-
planes x + y < rm,−x + y < rm,−x − y < rm, and
x − y < rm. There can be no facilities on any of the line
segments inside the square region B0. In addition to Lx and
Ly , we know that there are a random number of lines that
intersect the region B0. From the construction of MPLP, it
follows that the number of horizontal and vertical lines that
intersect B0 are Poisson distributed with mean λl2rm. For
a horizontal line located at a distance yl < rm from the
origin, the length of the line segment inside B0 is given by
2rm− 2yl. Similarly, for a vertical line at a distance xl < rm
from the origin, the length of the line segment inside B0 is
2rm−2xl. Using these properties, we will now derive a closed-
form expression for the CDF of the shortest path distance from
a typical intersection user to its nearest facility in the sense of
path distance in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The CDF of the shortest path distance from a
typical intersection vehicle to its nearest facility in the sense
of path distance is
FRm(rm)
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Fig. 4: Illustration of the exclusion zone for a typical inter-
section user.
= 1− exp
[
−4λcrm − 4λlrm + 2λl
λc
(
1− e−2λcrm)] . (1)
Proof: See Appendix A.
B. Typical General User
In this subsection, we propose an upper bound and an
approximate lower bound for the CDF of Rm for a typical
general user located at the origin on the horizontal line Lx
aligned along the x-axis.
Remark 1. The key difference between the spatial setup of
the typical general user and that of the typical intersection
user is that there does not exist a line Ly along the y-axis
in case of a typical general user. More precisely, the point
process is now viewed under the reduced Palm distribution of
Ξx and Palm distribution of Ξy . This interpretation will allow
us to derive an upper bound for the distribution of Rm for the
typical general user using the results derived for the typical
intersection user in Theorem 1.
1) Upper Bound: As mentioned in Remark 1, there is
no vertical line at the origin for a typical general user.
Consequently, a typical general user can move only along the
direction of either positive or negative x-axis on the line Lx,
whereas a typical intersection user could move in any of the
four directions from the origin. Therefore, unlike the case of
the typical intersection user where the length of the shortest
path to a facility was equal to the first order Minkowski
distance, the distance to some facilities from the origin in
case of the typical general user is greater than their first order
Minkowski distance, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Thus, in this case,
the first order Minkowski distance of the nearest facility from
the origin is a lower bound on Rm. Therefore, using the result
derived in Theorem 1, we present a closed-form upper bound
on the CDF of Rm in the following proposition.
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Fig. 5: Illustration of the shortest paths for a typical general
user.
Proposition 1. For a typical general user, the CDF of Rm is
upper bounded by
FRm(rm) ≤
1− exp
[
−2λcrm − 4λlrm + 2λl
λc
(
1− e−2λcrm)] . (2)
Proof: This result can be directly derived from the
expression in Theorem 1 by deleting the line Ly . This means
that we remove the terms corresponding to the vertical line
Ly aligned along the y-axis. Specifically, we remove the term
P(Np(Ly ∩ B0) = 0) in step (a) and the corresponding
expressions in the subsequent steps in the proof of Theorem
1 to obtain the final expression.
As will be shown in the later sections of the paper, this
upper bound is reasonable but not extremely tight. We will
propose a much tighter lower bound for the CDF of Rm next.
2) Approximate Lower Bound: We define a random variable
R1 as the shortest path distance from the origin to the nearest
facility located to the right of y-axis upon starting in the
direction of positive x-axis. Similarly, we define R2 as the
shortest path distance to the nearest facility located to the
left of the y-axis when the typical general user starts in
the direction of negative x-axis. Thus, the overall shortest
path distance to a facility from the origin can be written as
Rm ≤ min{Ri}i=1,2. The inequality is due to the fact that for
some facilities to the right and left of y-axis, the shortest path
from the origin would be the one that starts along the direction
of negative and positive x-axis from the origin, respectively,
as illustrated in Fig. 6. So, in such scenarios, R1 or R2 would
be an upper bound on the shortest path distances to those
facilities. Therefore, the CDF of Rm would be bounded from
below by the CDF of min{Ri}i=1,2.
When the typical general user starts in any of the two
directions, there are two possible events: (i) the user could
reach an intersection before arriving at any facility, and (ii)
the user could arrive at a facility on the same road before
6𝑜
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to a facility to the left of the y-axis is the one that starts in
the direction of positive x-axis.
reaching an intersection. Therefore, Ri can be mathematically
written as
Ri =
{
Xi +Wi, E0,i occurs,
Di, E1,i occurs.
(3)
We now define all the random variables appearing in (3).
For notational consistency, we denote the scenario in which
the typical general user starts in the positive x-axis direction
by the subscript i = 1 and the scenario in which the user
starts in the negative x-axis direction by the subscript i = 2.
The event in which the typical general user would reach an
intersection before arriving at a facility is denoted by E0,i and
its complementary event is denoted by E1,i. Di denotes the
distance to the first facility from the origin and Xi denotes
the distance to the first intersection from the origin in the
direction of travel, as shown in Fig. 5. W1 and W2 denote the
shortest first order Minkowski distance from the intersection to
facilities located to the right and left of the y-axis, respectively.
As the locations of facilities on each line follows a 1D PPP
with mean λc, the distance Di is exponentially distributed with
mean λ−1c . Thus, the CDF and PDF of Di are
CDF: FDi(di) = 1− exp(−λcdi), (4)
PDF: fDi(di) = λc exp(−λcdi). (5)
Since the points at which the vertical lines cross the x-axis
form a 1D PPP with density λl, the distance Xi also follows
an exponential distribution with mean λ−1l . Thus, the CDF and
PDF of Xi are
CDF: FXi(xi) = 1− exp(−λlxi), (6)
PDF: fXi(xi) = λl exp(−λlxi). (7)
We will now focus on computing the distribution of Ri.
Note that R1 and R2 are identically distributed due to sym-
metry about the y-axis. Therefore, it is sufficient to derive
the marginal distribution of one of them. Without loss of
generality, let us consider R1. Since R1 is defined separately
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Fig. 7: Illustration of the exclusion zone for the case w1 < x1.
for the events E0,1 and E1,1, we will derive the CDF of R1
conditioned on these events and then obtain the overall CDF
using law of total probability. We will begin by deriving the
probability of occurrence of the events E0,1 and E1,1 in the
following Lemma.
Lemma 2. The probability of occurrence of the events E0,1
and E1,1 are given by
P(E0,1) = λl
λl + λc
and P(E1,1) = λc
λl + λc
. (8)
Proof: The probability of the event E0,1 can be calculated
as
P(E0,1) = P (D1 > X1) = EX1 [P(D1 > x1|X1)]
=
∫ ∞
0
(1− FD1(x1)) fX1(x1)dx1
=
∫ ∞
0
e−λcx1λle−λlx1dx1
=
λl
λl + λc
.
Since the events E0,1 and E1,1 are complementary, the prob-
ability of occurrence of E1,1 can be calculated as P(E1,1) =
1− P(E0,1). This completes the proof.
We will focus on the computation of the CDF of W1
conditioned on the event E0,1 next. The conditioning on E0,1
implies that there does not exist any facility between the
origin and the intersection. This additional information about
the distribution of facilities in the interval [0, X1) on Lx
must be included in the computation of the conditional CDF
of W1. Since the distance X1 is random, we will derive
the intermediate results by additionally conditioning on X1
and we will take expectation over X1 in the final step in
the computation of the marginal CDF of R1. Similar to the
procedure followed in the derivation of Theorem 1, we will
consider an exclusion zone B formed by the intersection of
the half-planes (x − x1) + y < w1, −(x − x1) + y < w1,
−(x−x1)−y < w1, (x−x1)−y < w1, and x > 0. Note that
the shape of the exclusion region B depends on the values
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Fig. 8: Illustration of the exclusion zone for the case w1 ≥ x1.
of w1 with respect to x1. While B is a square for w1 < x1,
it is a pentagon for w1 ≥ x1, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
respectively. So, we will derive the conditional CDF of W1
for the two cases w1 < x1 and w1 ≥ x1 separately. We know
that there can not be any facility on any of the line segments
inside B. In addition to Lx, there exists a random number
of horizontal lines above and below the line Lx that intersect
the region B. Likewise, in addition to the vertical line of the
intersection Lv0 , there exists a random number of vertical lines
that intersect the region B. However, conditioned on the event
E0,1, the distribution of vertical lines to the left of Lv0 is
not the same as the distribution of lines to the right of Lv0 .
Since the first intersection to the right of the origin is at a
distance x1, there can not be any vertical line that intersects
Lx in the interval [0, x1), as shown in Fig. 7. So, we just need
to focus on the set of vertical lines that intersect the region
Bx+1
= B ∩ {x > x1}. We will now derive a closed form
expression for the conditional CDF of W1 in the following
Lemma.
Lemma 3. The CDF of W1 conditioned on E0,1 and X1 is
given by
FW1(w1|E0,1, x1) =
{
FW1,1(w1|E0,1, x1), 0 ≤ w1 < x1,
FW1,2(w1|E0,1, x1), w1 ≥ x1,
(9)
where
FW1,1(w1|E0,1, x1) = 1− exp
[
− 3λcw1 − 3λlw1
+
3λl
2λc
(
1− e−2λcw1) ], (10)
and
FW1,2(w1|E0,1, x1) = 1− exp
[
− 3(λc + λl)w1 − λcx1
+
λl
2λc
(
3 + 2e−2λcx1 − e−2λcw1 − 4e−λc(x1+w1))]. (11)
Proof: See Appendix B.
Having determined all the components required to compute
the CDF of R1 conditioned on E0,1, we will now proceed
to the derivation of CDF of R1 conditioned on E1,1 in the
following Lemma.
Lemma 4. Conditioned on the event E1,1, the CDF of R1 is
given by
FR1(r1|E1,1) = 1− exp (−(λl + λc)r1) . (12)
Proof: The conditional CDF of R1 can be computed as
FR1(r1|E1,1) = P (R1 < r1|E1,1)
= 1− P (R1 > r1, E1,1)
P (E1,1)
(a)
= 1− P (D1 > r1, D1 < X1)
P (E1,1)
= 1− 1
P (E1,1)EX1 [P (r1 < D1 < x1|X1)]
= 1− 1
P (E1,1)
∫ ∞
r1
(FD1(x1)− FD1(r1)) fX1(x1)dx1
= 1− λl + λc
λc
∫ ∞
r1
(
e−λcr1 − e−λcx1)λle−λlx1dx1
= 1− exp (−(λl + λc)r1) ,
where (a) follows from the condition for the occurrence of the
event E1,1.
With this, we have derived all the intermediate results
required to compute the CDF of R1. Combining these results
given in Lemmas 2, 3, and 4, we will now derive the marginal
CDF of R1 in the following Lemma.
Lemma 5. The CDF of R1 is
FR1(r1)=
∫ r1
r1
2
FW1,1(r1 − x1|E0,1, x1)P(E0,1|X1)fX1(x1)dx1
+
∫ r1
2
0
FW1,2(r1 − x1|E0,1, x1)P(E0,1|X1)fX1(x1)dx1
+ P(E1,1)FR1(r1|E1,1). (13)
Proof: The CDF of R1 can be computed as
FR1(r1) = P (R1 < r1)
(a)
= P(R1 < r1, E0,1) + P(R1 < r1, E1,1)
= EX1 [P(R1 < r1, E0,1|X1)] + P(R1 < r1, E1,1)
(b)
= EX1 [P(R1 < r1|E0,1, X1)P(E0,1|X1)]
+ P(R1 < r1|E1,1)P(E1,1)
=
∫ ∞
0
P(x1 +W1 < r1|E0,1, X1)P(E0,1|X1)fX1(x1)dx1
+ P(E1,1)P(R1 < r1|E1,1)
=
∫ ∞
0
FW1(r1 − x1|E0,1, x1)P(E0,1|X1)fX1(x1)dx1
+ P(E1,1)FR1(r1|E1,1)
8PPPPPPλl
λc 0.5 1 3 5
1 .0669 .0422 .0108 .0056
5 .0095 .0076 .0055 .0033
10 .0067 .0027 .0042 .0049
TABLE I: KL-divergence of the approximate joint PDF of R1
and R2 computed as the product of their marginal PDFs from
their empirical joint PDF.
(c)
=
∫ r1
r1
2
FW1,1(r1 − x1|E0,1, x1)P(E0,1|X1)fX1(x1)dx1
+
∫ r1
2
0
FW1,2(r1 − x1|E0,1, x1)P(E0,1|X1)fX1(x1)dx1
+ P(E1,1)FR1(r1|E1,1),
where (a) follows from the law of total probability, (b) follows
from the application of Bayes’ theorem, and (c) follows from
substituting (9) in the previous step.
In order to compute the exact CDF of min{R1, R2}, we
need to determine the joint distribution of R1 and R2, which is
not quite tractable due to the peculiar coupling induced by the
underlying line process. Therefore, in the interest of analytical
tractability, we assume R1 and R2 to be independent and
derive the approximate CDF of min{R1, R2}. This assumption
is strongly supported by the empirical evidence obtained from
Monte-Carlo simulations. For different sets of λl and λc,
we determined the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of the
approximate joint PDF of R1 and R2 computed as the product
of their marginal PDFs from their actual joint PDF, as shown
in Table I. It can be observed that the KL divergence for
different combinations of λl and λc is quite small. Thus, we
can infer that the dependence between R1 and R2 is minimal.
So, using the assumption of independence between R1 and
R2, we derive an approximate lower bound for the CDF of
Rm in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. For a typical general user, the CDF of Rm is
approximately lower bounded by
FRm(rm) ' 1− (1− FR1(rm))2, (14)
where FR1(·) is the marginal distribution of R1 given in
Lemma 5.
Proof: The CDF of Rm can be computed as
FRm(rm) = P(Rm < rm)
≥ P (min{R1, R2} < rm)
= 1− P (R1 > rm, R2 > rm)
(a)≈ 1− P(R1 > rm)P(R2 > rm)
(b)
= 1− (1− FR1(rm))2,
where (a) follows from assuming R1 and R2 to be indepen-
dent, and (b) follows from the identical distribution of R1 and
R2. This completes the proof.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the previous section, we have derived the analytical
expressions for the CDF of the shortest path distance to the
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Fig. 9: Illustration of the equivalent weighted graph con-
structed from the spatial setup. The nodes corresponding to
facilities are indicated by circles and the nodes corresponding
to intersections are indicated by squares.
nearest facility for the typical intersection user and typical
general user. We will focus on the computation of the em-
pirical CDF of this distance and verification of our analytical
results using Monte-Carlo simulations in this section. We will
first present a simulation method to compute any distance-
dependent metric using the spatial model described in Section
III. We then verify the accuracy of analytical results by
numerically comparing them with the results from Monte-
Carlo simulations. We will also discuss the extension of this
work to study other cost metrics in the context of various
applications.
A. Simulation Techniques
In this subsection, we will present the procedure to charac-
terize the minimum cost of travel for a typical vehicular user
using Monte Carlo simulations. This method is applicable to
any cost metric that depends on the spatial separation between
the typical vehicular user and the facilities, such as path
distance, travel time or fuel consumed. The problem of finding
the minimum cost can be posed as a classical shortest path
problem by interpreting the setup as a weighted graph where
the weights of the edges correspond to the cost associated with
traveling between those points.
In order to run Monte-Carlo simulations, we first generate a
realization of the spatial model and calculate the cost of travel
from the typical user (at origin) to all the facilities.
The next step is to construct an equivalent undirected
weighted graph of the spatial setup, as illustrated in Fig. 9,
by following these steps:
• The locations of the facilities, typical user, and the
intersections of roads are considered as the nodes of a
graph G.
• Any two nodes of the graph are connected if and only if
they are located on the same line and are also adjacent.
• The weight of an edge of the graph G is equal to the
cost incurred to travel between the points corresponding
to the end points of the edge in R2.
Now, we can easily find the minimum cost from the typical
user (source node) to any facility (destination node) using Di-
jkstra’s algorithm on the weighted graph, thereby eliminating
the burden of determining all possible routes to a facility from
the typical user [30]. We can then find the overall minimum
cost to a facility by comparing the minimum cost of travel to
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Fig. 10: The four different regimes of the spatial model: (a) Dense Roads-Dense Facilities (DR-DF), (b) Dense Roads-Sparse
Facilities (DR-SF), (c) Sparse Roads-Dense Facilities (SR-DF), and (d) Sparse Roads-Sparse Facilities (SR-SF).
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Fig. 11: CDF of the minimum shortest path distance for a
typical intersection user for the four regimes: DR-DF (λl = 10
km −1, λc = 3 facilities/km), SR-DF (λl = 1 km −1, λc = 3
facilities/km), DR-SF (λl = 10 km −1, λc = 0.5 facilities/km),
and SR-SF (λl = 1 km −1, λc = 0.5 facilities/km).
all the facilities in the spatial network. This process is repeated
over several realizations of the spatial model to obtain an
empirical CDF of the minimum travel cost between a typical
user and a facility.
Remark 2. Although the Dijkstra’s algorithm directly yields
the shortest path to a destination node, it is still time consum-
ing to apply the algorithm to every destination node. However,
if the cost metric is the path distance, we can employ a
simple strategy that would significantly reduce the run-time
of simulations. Assuming that the shortest path distance to the
nodes are determined sequentially, we first sort the destination
nodes in the increasing order of their Euclidean distances from
the origin. Then, we compute the shortest path distance to each
destination node in that order by applying Dijkstra’s algorithm
until we encounter a destination node whose Euclidean dis-
tance Ei is greater than the shortest path distance Mj of any
of the previous nodes, i.e., Ei > min{M1,M2, . . . ,Mi−1}.
Thus, this technique will help in further reducing the compu-
tational load by avoiding the computation of the shortest path
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Fig. 12: CDF of the minimum shortest path distance for a
typical general user for the four regimes: DR-DF (λl = 10
km −1, λc = 5 facilities/km), SR-DF (λl = 1 km −1, λc = 5
facilities/km), DR-SF (λl = 10 km −1, λc = 0.5 facilities/km),
and SR-SF (λl = 1 km −1, λc = 0.5 facilities/km).
to every destination node.
B. Numerical Results
We first simulate the spatial model described in Section III
in MATLAB. We then compute the empirical CDF of Rm
and compare it with the CDF obtained from the analytical
expressions given in Theorems 1 and 2. For exhaustive nu-
merical analyses and comparisons, we define these four broad
regimes based on the densities of roads and facilities: (i)
Dense Roads-Dense Facilities (DR-DF) corresponding to large
values of λl and λc, (ii) Dense Roads-Sparse Facilities (DR-
SF) corresponding to large values of λl and small values of
λc, (iii) Sparse Roads-Dense Facilities (SR-DF) corresponding
to small values of λl and large values of λc, and (iv) Sparse
Roads-Sparse Facilities (SR-SF) corresponding to small values
of λl and λc, as illustrated in Fig. 10. Note that Fig. 10 is
only for illustration purpose and the actual simulation values
corresponding to these configurations are provided along with
the results in Figs. 11 and 12. For a typical intersection
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user, as expected, the CDF obtained from the expression in
(1) matches exactly with the CDF obtained from Monte-
Carlo simulations for all the configurations as depicted in
Fig. 11. In case of a typical general user, while the upper
bound given in Proposition 1 is not extremely tight in all
the regimes, the approximate lower bound given in Theorem
2 closely follows the empirical CDF, as shown in Fig. 12.
The remarkable accuracy of the lower bound follows from the
careful construction of two approximately independent random
variables R1 and R2, as discussed in detail in Section IV.
C. Cost Metrics and Applications
In this section, we will discuss some of the other useful
cost metrics related to transportation systems. We will also
discuss the applicability and direct extensions of the results
presented in this paper to address some of the problems related
to infrastructure planning, personnel deployment and wireless
communications.
1) Transportation Systems: Modeling spatial layout of
roads as MPLP, we have comprehensively analyzed the short-
est path distance between a typical vehicular user and its
nearest facility in the sense of path distance. Some of the other
metrics that could easily be studied are minimum travel time
to a facility for a typical vehicular user and the fuel consumed
to reach a facility. The minimum travel time to a facility can
be computed as the sum of the ratios of length of each road
segment along the path to the maximum speed permitted on the
corresponding segment. Assuming that the maximum speed
allowed umax is the same on all the roads, the CDF of the
minimum travel time to a facility Tm can be directly obtained
from our analytical results as FTm(tm) = FRm(umaxtm). For
instance, assuming a speed limit of 40 km/hr, which is usually
the case in downtown areas in major cities, we obtain the CDF
for the minimum time of travel as shown in Fig. 13.
However, for an arbitrary distribution of velocities on dif-
ferent roads, the exact analysis is not straightforward. This
is because the path that yields the shortest path distance
to a facility is not necessarily the quickest path to reach a
facility. However, we can obtain the lower bound for the
minimum travel time by considering the same maximum
velocity across all the roads. Similarly, we can obtain an
upper bound on the minimum travel time by considering the
same minimum velocity on all the roads. Our preliminary
investigation indicates that these bounds may not be very tight
and hence motivates future work in this direction. However,
the simulation procedure presented in Section V-A is still valid
and can be applied to compute the exact minimum travel
time using Monte-Carlo simulations. In this case, the weight
of an edge of the graph would be the minimum time taken
to travel between the points corresponding to the end-points
of the edge. Similarly, we could also characterize the fuel
consumption of a typical vehicular user, as it is primarily a
function of the distance traveled and the fuel efficiency of the
vehicle.
2) Infrastructure Planning/ Personnel Deployment: As we
have stated earlier in the paper, the facilities that we consider in
our system model could be gas stations or other infrastructure.
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Fig. 13: CDF of the minimum travel time to a facility for a
typical general user (λl = 10 km −1, λc = 0.5 facilities/km,
and umax = 40 km/hr).
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Fig. 14: CDF of the minimum travel time to a facility for a
typical general user (λl = 1 km −1, and umax = 40 km/hr).
Using the analytical results presented in the paper, we can
gain insights into the minimum distance to these facilities as
a function of the density of roads and the density of facilities
on each road. This would help in infrastructure planning to
ensure that the minimum distance or minimum travel time to
these facilities for a typical vehicular user does not exceed a
desired threshold. For example, from Fig. 14 where we plot
the CDF of minimum travel time for different values of the
density of facilities, we can infer that the minimum travel time
would be less than 1 minute with at least a probability of 70%
if the value of λc is greater than 0.5 facilities/km. This analysis
would be very useful in the study of the typical response time
for first responders or police personnel to arrive at the site of
an emergency or an accident.
3) Wireless Communication: The 5G New Radio (NR)
standard for mobile communications includes the use of
mmWave frequency spectrum (30 GHz - 300 GHz). Therefore,
it is important to understand the performance of the network
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Fig. 15: CDF of the distance to the closest transmitting node
in the sense of Euclidean distance and path distance (λl = 10
km −1, and λc = 0.25 nodes/km).
at these higher frequencies. Unlike the cellular networks
operating in sub-6 GHz frequencies, where the receiver usually
connects to its closest transmitting node in the Euclidean
distance sense, the propagation at higher frequencies is quite
sensitive to blockages, thereby resulting in high attenuation
of the signal. Therefore, in some urban scenarios with dense
buildings and tall structures, it is quite possible that the
dominant component of the received signal is the one that
travels along the roads with diffraction around the corners at
intersection [13]. Further, the strongest signal received from
the desired transmitter is the one that travels along the shortest
path. As is evident from Fig. 15, the CDF of the distance to
the closest node in the Euclidean distance sense is significantly
different from that of the closest node in the path distance
sense. Therefore, the analytical techniques developed in this
paper could be useful in characterizing the received signal
power in such networks.
VI. CONCLUSION
Transportation systems have been mostly studied using
spatial network models where various sites were modeled as
nodes of a graph and the routes between those sites were
modeled as edges of the graph. While these models are useful
in studying the topological properties of the network, they
do not accurately capture some of the geometric aspects such
as continuity of streets. So, in this paper, we have modeled
the spatial layout of roads by a MPLP and the locations
of vehicles and facilities by independent and homogeneous
1D PPPs. For this setup, we first derived the closed-form
expression for the CDF of the shortest path distance for a
typical intersection user to its nearest facility in the sense of
path distance. Building on this result, we derived an upper
bound and a much tighter but approximate lower bound for
the CDF of the shortest path distance for a typical general
user. In addition to these analytical results, we also discussed
a simulation method to characterize any distance-dependent
metric through graphical interpretation of the spatial model.
We verified the accuracy of our analytical results by comparing
them with the results obtained from Monte-Carlo simulations.
We then discussed some key insights offered by our analytical
results for infrastructure planning and personnel deployment.
This work has several extensions. First of all, the spatial
model considered in the paper can be used to study other
useful metrics such as route-length efficiency statistic which
is defined as a function of the ratio of the shortest path distance
between a pair of points to the corresponding Euclidean
distance between those points [4]. While we have derived
the results for an urban network by modeling the streets as
a MPLP, the analytical procedure and the construction of
bounds can be extended to a more general setup where the
road network is modeled by a PLP. Another useful direction of
work would be to explore the temporal behavior of the network
by considering flow of vehicles along the streets modeled by
a MPLP or a PLP. Also, the discussion on applications of our
results in transportation, infrastructure planning, and wireless
communication in Section V-C could motivate future work in
all these areas.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
The CDF of Rm can be computed as
FRm(rm) = 1− P(Rm > rm)
= 1− P(Np(Φl0,int ∩B0) = 0)
(a)
= 1− P
(
Np ({Lx ∪ Φlh} ∩B0) = 0
)
× P
(
Np ({Ly ∪ Φlv} ∩B0) = 0
)
(b)
= 1−
[
P(Np(Lx ∩B0) = 0)
∞∑
nhl=0
P(Nh(B0 \ Lx) = nhl)
× P
(
Np (Φlh ∩B0) = 0|Nh(B0 \ Lx) = nhl
)]
×
[
P(Np(Ly ∩B0) = 0)
∞∑
nvl=0
P(Nv(B0 \ Ly) = nvl)
× P
(
Np (Φlv ∩B0) = 0|Nv(B0 \ Ly) = nvl
)]
(c)
= 1−
[
P(Np(Lx ∩B0) = 0)
∞∑
nhl=0
P(Nh(B0 \ Lx) = nhl)
×
nhl∏
j=1
P
(
Np(Lhj ∩B0) = 0
)][P(Np(Ly ∩B0) = 0)
×
∞∑
nvl=0
P(Nv(B0 \ Ly)= nvl)
(
nvl∏
k=1
P (Np(Lvk ∩B0)= 0)
)]
(d)
= 1−
[
e−2λcrm
∞∑
nhl=0
e−2λlrm(2λlrm)nhl
nhl!
×
(∫ rm
0
exp (−λc(2rm − 2y)) dy
rm
)nhl ]
×
[
e−2λcrm
∞∑
nvl=0
e−2λlrm(2λlrm)nvl
nvl!
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×
(∫ rm
0
exp (−λc(2rm − 2x)) dx
rm
)nvl ]
= 1−
[
e−2λcrme−2λlrm exp
[
2λl
∫ rm
0
e−2λc(rm−y)dy
]]
×
[
e−2λcrme−2λlrm exp
[
2λl
∫ rm
0
e−2λc(rm−x)dx
]]
= 1− exp
[
−4λcrm − 4λlrm + 2λl
λc
(
1− e−2λcrm)] ,
where (a) follows from the fact that the distribution of hor-
izontal and vertical lines are independent, (b) follows from
conditioning on the number of horizontal and vertical lines
intersecting the region B0, (c) follows from the independent
distribution of facilities on the lines, and (d) follows from the
Poisson distribution of the number of lines intersecting B0 and
the void probability of 1D PPP on each line.
B. Proof of Lemma 3
The conditional CDF of W1 can be computed as
FW1(w1|E0,1, x1) = 1− P(W1 > w1|E0,1, X1)
= 1− P(Np(B) = 0|E0,1, X1). (15)
As we had discussed earlier, the shape of the exclusion zone
B is different for the two cases w1 < x1 and w1 ≥ x1 and
hence we will handle these two cases separately. We will first
consider the case w1 < x1. In this case, B is a square region
and we now need to determine the probability that there are no
points inside this square region centered at an intersection, as
shown in Fig. 7. By expressing the conditional void probability
in (15) as the product of void probabilities of independent
individual components, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we
obtain
P(Np(B) = 0|E0,1, X1)
= P(Np(Lx ∩B) = 0|E0,1, X1)
×
[ ∞∑
nhl=0
P(Nh(B \ Lx) = nhl|E0,1, X1)
× P
(
Np (Φlh ∩B) = 0|Nh(B \ Lx) = nhl, E0,1, X1
)]
× P(Np(Lv0 ∩B) = 0|E0,1, X1)
×
[ ∞∑
nvl=0
P(Nv(Bx+1 ) = nvl|E0,1, X1)
× P
(
Np
(
Φlv ∩Bx+1
)
= 0|Nv(Bx+1 ) = nvl, E0,1, X1
)]
(a)
= P(Np(Lx ∩B) = 0|E0,1, X1)
×
[ ∞∑
nhl=0
P(Nh(B \ Lx) = nhl)
× P
(
Np (Φlh ∩B) = 0|Nh(B \ Lx) = nhl
)]
× P(Np(Lv0 ∩B) = 0)
[ ∞∑
nvl=0
P(Nv(Bx+1 ) = nvl)
× P
(
Np
(
Φlv ∩Bx+1
)
= 0|Nv(Bx+1 ) = nvl
)]
(b)
= P(Np(Lx ∩B) = 0|E0,1, X1)
×
[ ∞∑
nhl=0
P(Nh(B \ Lx) = nhl)
×
nhl∏
j=1
P
(
Np(Lhj ∩B) = 0
)]
× P(Np(Lv0 ∩B) = 0)
[ ∞∑
nvl=0
P(Nv(Bx+1 ) = nvl)
×
(
nvl∏
k=1
P
(
Np(Lvk ∩Bx+1 ) = 0
))]
(c)
= e−λcw1
[ ∞∑
nhl=0
e−2λlw1(2λlw1)nhl
nhl!
×
(∫ w1
0
exp (−λc(2w1 − 2y)) dy
w1
)nhl ]
× e−2λcw1
[ ∞∑
nvl=0
e−λlw1(λlw1)nvl
nvl!
×
(∫ w1
0
exp (−λc(2w1 − 2x)) dx
w1
)nvl ]
=
[
e−λcw1e−2λlw1 exp
[
2λl
∫ w1
0
e−2λc(w1−y)dy
]]
×
[
e−2λcw1e−λlw1 exp
[
λl
∫ w1
0
e−2λc(w1−x)dx
]]
= exp
[
−3λcw1 − 3λlw1 + 3λl
2λc
(
1− e−2λcw1)] , (16)
where (a) follows from the fact that the distribution of points
on the random horizontal lines, random vertical lines inter-
secting Bx+1 , and the line Lv0 is independent of E0,1 and X1,
(b) follows from the independent distribution of points over
different lines, and (c) follows from the Poisson distribution
of lines and the void probability of 1D PPPs on those lines.
Substituting (16) in (15), we obtain the expression for the
conditional CDF of W1 for the case w1 < x1.
We will now consider the case where w1 ≥ x1, where the
exclusion region B is a pentagon as depicted in Fig. 8. The
length of the horizontal line segment inside B depends on the
distance of the line from the origin. For a horizontal line Lh
which intercepts the y-axis at yh such that |yh| < w1−x1, the
length of the line segment inside B is given by x1 +w1−|yh|.
On the other hand, if |yh| ≥ w1 − x1, then the length of line
segment inside B is 2(w1 − |yh|). So, we partition the set of
horizontal lines that intersect B into two sets: (i) the set of
horizontal lines that intersect the region Bh1 = B ∩ {|y| <
w1− x1}, and (ii) the set of horizontal lines that intersect the
region Bh2 = B ∩ {|y| ≥ w1 − x1}. As Bh2 is composed of
two non-contiguous regions B+h2 = B ∩ {y ≥ w1 − x1} and
B−h2 = B∩{y ≤ −(w1−x1)}, we will handle them separately
in our analysis. Thus, the conditional void probability for the
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case w1 ≥ x1 can be computed as
P(Np(B) = 0|E0,1, X1)
= P(Np(Lx ∩B) = 0|E0,1, X1)
×
[ ∞∑
nh1=0
P
(
Nh
(
Bh1 \ Lx
)
= nh1 |E0,1, X1
)
× P
(
Np (Φlh ∩Bh1) = 0|Nh(Bh1 \ Lx) = nh1 , E0,1, X1
)]
×
[ ∞∑
nh2=0
P
(
Nh
(
B+h2
)
= nh2 |E0,1, X1
)
× P
(
Np
(
Φlh ∩B+h2
)
= 0|Nh(B+h2) = nh2 , E0,1, X1
)
×
∞∑
nh3=0
P
(
Nh
(
B−h2
)
= nh3 |E0,1, X1
)
× P
(
Np
(
Φlh ∩B−h2
)
= 0|Nh(B−h2) = nh3 , E0,1, X1
)]
× P(Np(Lv0 ∩B) = 0|E0,1, X1)
×
[ ∞∑
nvl=0
P(Nv(Bx+1 ) = nvl|E0,1, X1)
× P
(
Np
(
Φlv ∩Bx+1
)
= 0|Nv(Bx+1 ) = nvl, E0,1, X1
)]
(a)
= P(Np(Lx ∩B) = 0|E0,1, X1)P(Np(Lv0 ∩B) = 0)
×
[ ∞∑
nh1=0
P
(
Nh
(
Bh1 \ Lx
)
= nh1 |X1
)
× P
(
Np (Φlh ∩Bh1) = 0|Nh(Bh1 \ Lx) = nh1 , X1
)]
×
[ ∞∑
nh2=0
P
(
Nh
(
B+h2
)
= nh2 |X1
)
× P
(
Np
(
Φlh ∩B+h2
)
= 0|Nh(B+h2) = nh2 , X1
)
×
∞∑
nh3=0
P
(
Nh
(
B−h2
)
= nh3 |X1
)
× P
(
Np
(
Φlh ∩B−h2
)
= 0|Nh(B−h2) = nh3 , X1
)]
×
[ ∞∑
nvl=0
P(Nv(Bx+1 ) = nvl|X1)
× P
(
Np(Φlv ∩Bx+1 ) = 0
∣∣Nv(Bx+1 ) = nvl, X1)
]
,
(b)
= P(Np(Lx ∩B) = 0|E0,1, X1)P(Np(Lv0 ∩B) = 0)
×
[ ∞∑
nh1=0
P(Nh(Bh1 \ Lx) = nh1 |X1)
×
(nh1∏
i=1
P (Np(Lhi ∩Bh1) = 0|X1)
)]
×
[ ∞∑
nh2=0
P(Nh(B+h2) = nh2 |X1)
×
nh2∏
j=1
P
(
Np(Lhj ∩B+h2) = 0|X1
)
×
∞∑
nh3=0
P(Nh(B−h2) = nh3 |X1)
×
nh3∏
j=1
P
(
Np(Lhj ∩B−h2) = 0|X1
)]
×
∞∑
nvl=0
P(Nv(Bx+1 ) = nvl)
×
(
nvl∏
k=1
P
(
Np(Lvk ∩Bx+1 ) = 0
))]
(c)
= e−λc(w1+x1)e−2λcw1
×
[ ∞∑
nh1=0
e−2λl(w1−x1)(2λl(w1 − x1))nh1
nh1 !
×
(∫ w1−x1
0
exp (−λc(x1 + w1 − y)) dy
(w1 − x1)
)nh1 ]
×
[ ∞∑
nh2=0
e−λlx1(λlx1)nh2
nh2 !
(∫ w1
w1−x1
e−λc(2w1−2y)
dy
x1
)nh2
×
∞∑
nh3=0
e−λlx1(λlx1)nh3
nh3 !
(∫ w1
w1−x1
e−λc(2w1−2y)
dy
x1
)nh3 ]
×
[ ∞∑
nvl=0
e−λlw1(λlw1)nvl
nvl!
(∫ w1
0
e−λc(2w1−2x)
dx
w1
)nvl ]
= exp
[
− 3(λc + λl)w1 − λcx1 + λl
2λc
(
3 + 2e−2λcx1
− e−2λcw1 − 4e−λc(x1+w1))], (17)
where (a) follows from the fact that the distribution of points
on the random horizontal lines, vertical lines intersecting Bx+1
and the line Lv0 are independent of E0,1, (b) follows from the
independent distribution of points over lines, and (c) follows
from the Poisson distribution of lines and the void probability
of 1D PPPs on each of those lines. Substituting (17) in (15),
we obtain the expression for the conditional CDF of W1 for
the case w1 ≥ x1. This completes the proof.
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